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eSchoolPlus March Release Feature Preview 

The new features being released in the March eSchoolPlus maintenance release will provide 

additional flexibility in defining how Day Totals can be calculated in your schools.  This post will 

explain these new options.   

 

Depending upon your state’s requirements, you may receive additional guidance from your state 

compliance team on the use of this new functionality to create the desired extracts. 
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Previous Learning Location Changes 

As a reminder, previous updates to eSchoolPlus included the following features and concepts 

that form a foundation for the additional changes in the March release: 

 

- Learning Location 

o A Learning Location validation table was created to define Learning Location 

codes to be assigned to students.  Each code represents a cohort that travels 

together through a specific In School/Virtual meeting pattern  

o A Learning Location District-Defined page was created to track the Learning 

Location assigned to each student 

o A PS-LL Program was created to track changes to Learning Location for a student 

over time 

 

- Location Type  

o A Location Type defines where a student is expected to be each day and will be 

either: 

▪ In School 

▪ Virtual/Synchronous 

▪ Virtual/Asynchronous 

o The Calendar Detail page was modified to specify whether each Learning Location 

is considered an In School, Virtual/Synchronous or Virtual/Asynchronous Location 

Type for that day. 

o The Mass Update Days option was modified to allow mass updates of these new 

fields 

 

- Learning Location Icons 

o Icons have been added throughout eSchoolPlus, TAC, and HAC to easily identify 

whether a student is expected to be In School, Virtual/Synchronous, or 

Virtual/Asynchronous for the specified day based on their assigned Learning 

Location and where they are expected to be based on the associated Location 

Type in the student’s calendar. 

 

 

- Office/Teacher Attendance Verification 

o This new menu option was added to allow you to find students who were marked 

absent by the office but marked present by the teacher.  Typically, the office entry 

would be the bottomline, but the present entry by the teacher needs to be 

considered.  

o The page will allow you to easily identify these students and make any necessary 

adjustments to the bottomline attendance. 
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- Day Totals 

o The Day Totals calculation was modified to add a new field to capture the Location 

Type for the student for each day.  The values in this field are: 

▪ I - In School 

▪ S - Virtual/Synchronous 

▪ A - Virtual/Asynchronous 

o The field is displayed on the Day Totals page for a student. 

o This field is left blank if the Location Type for the day could not be determined. 

 

The remainder of this document will explain the additional features coming in the March release. 
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Learning Location Type in Attendance View Setup 

  

 
  

A new column has been added to the criteria grid where a single Learning Location Type can be 

selected.  Similar to the functionality of the Calendar field, this new field can be used if you need 

to have different criteria depending on where the student was on a given day (or portion of a day 

as will be discussed later in this post). 

• In School 

• Virtual/Synchronous 

• Virtual/Asynchronous 

• Unassigned  - If selected, this criteria will only apply to students where a Location Type 

could not be determined based on the Learning Location code assigned to them and the 

setup in the student's assigned calendar for each day. 
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Mixed Day Setup in Calendar 

  

The calendar page has been modified to allow the user to specify Mixed Days, where a student 

may be in school for part of the day, and virtual/synchronous for another portion of the day, as 

an example. 

 

 

 

By defining a Learning Location code in the new Mixed Day grid, you can then specify the 

attendance periods where a student with that code is considered to be throughout the day. 

 

In this example, a student with a code of: 

• A-L will be In School periods 3 and 4, and Virtual/Synchronous periods 1 and 2 

• M-Z will be In School periods 1 and 2, and Virtual/Synchronous periods 3 and 4 

• DO will be In School periods 1 and 2, and Virtual/Asynchronous periods 3 and 4 

 

The Learning Location icons that indicate where a student is learning were also modified to 
show the student's location for a Mixed Day: 

• For contexts where students are listed as part of a class where an associated attendance 

period can be determined, the appropriate In School, Virtual/Synchronous, or Virtual 

Asynchronous icon will display based on the attendance period. For example, the TAC 

Attendance and eSchoolPlus Substitute Attendance Period Report will display the icon 

based on the attendance period.. 

• A new Mixed Day  icon will now appear in any location where a more specific context 

could not be determined, e.g. the student banner in eSchoolPlus, and all the locations in 

Home Access Center. 
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Mass Update Days 

 

 

 

Recognizing that the update of this new calendar information could be quite time consuming, we 
have also made some updates to the Mass Update Days to make that easier. 

 

New Fields 

• Date Range – this new group of prompts will allow you to specify a start and end date, 

the cycle days in that date range to be updated, and whether the update should only 

include attendance days in the range. 

• Unassigned – this new update option will allow you to remove a learning location code 

from wherever it is currently used in the calendar. 

• Mixed Day – this new option will allow you to update the Location Types within the day 

for each appropriate Learning Location code. 
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Improvements 

• If the “Update Only Attendance Days” option is selected, the option to update 

Membership information will be disabled to avoid conflicting updates 

• It is no longer necessary to specify all possible codes when assigning Learning Locations 

in the In School, Virtual/Sychronous and Virtual/Asynchronous fields.  If you specify a 

code, it will add that code, leaving any existing codes for that location type intact. 

• If a Learning Location code is already in use in the calendar for a day, the code updated 

will be moved from where it previously existed to the newly specified location. 
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Day Totals Changes 

  

The Day Totals Calculation has been modified to take all of the above changes into account. 

Depending upon your choice of settings in the Attendance View Setup and the Calendar Detail 

page, the calculation will now do the following: 

• It will only process criteria in your View Setup that are associated with a specific Location 

Type, if one is specified in the criteria 

• It will process only attendance periods within a day that match a selected Location Type, 

if one is specified in the criteria 

• If a student is Mixed Day for a day, and no Location Type is specified on the criteria that 

they met, a new value of M will be added to the Day Totals record for that day 

• If a View Setup is set such that “Students Qualify for Each Criteria Listed”, and you have 

different criteria by Learning Type, and a student is considered to be Mixed Day for a 

specific date, you can now have multiple Day Totals records created that capture values 

reflecting just the portion of the day they were in each Location Type. 

o The Total Day Periods, Student Scheduled Periods, Student Unscheduled 

Periods, Present Periods, and Absent Periods will then reflect just the time spent 

in that Location Type. 

 

Example Scenario 

Due to the many variations that exist between state, district, and building requirements and 

setups, we are not able to provide examples for each unique situation, but this example 

illustrates the changes that will now be available to you in the March release. 

 

The following example illustrates the results of the Day Totals Calculation based on the following 
assumptions: 

• There are 8 periods in a day. 

• Johnny is scheduled for 8 periods that day 

• On this day, his learning location has a Mixed Day. He is In School for periods 1-4 and 

Virtual/Asynchronous for periods 5-8 

• He was absent with a code of EA (Excused Absence) in periods 3,4,5,6 

• In the Attendance View Setup, the “Students Qualify for Each Criteria Listed” option is 

selected, and the criteria look something like the Sample Attendance View Criteria table 

that follows. 
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Sample Attendance View Criteria Table: 

Example Day Totals Calculation Results 

Date 
Att 
Code 

Value Membership Building Grade Calendar Learn Total Student Student Present Absent 

              Loc Day Schd Unschd Periods Periods 

                Periods Periods Periods     

7/27/2020 EA 0.25 1 1050 10 F I 4 4 0 2 2 

7/27/2020 EA 0.25 1 1050 10 F S 4 4 0 2 2 

 

Criteria Calendar  Learning 
Location 

Days *  Abse
nces 

*  

Periods *  Periods * Consecutive Same Convert Value *  

Number *            Min *  Max Absences  Type  Code *    

1    I M, T, W, R, F EA, UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 0 0     PRE 0 

2   I M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1 2     EA 0.25 

3   I M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 3 4     EA 0.5 

4   I M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 5 6     EA 0.75 

5   I M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 7 8     EA 1 

6   I M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1 2     UA 0.25 

7   I M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 3 4     UA 0.5 

8   I M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 5 6     UA 0.75 

9   I M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 7 8     UA 1 

10   S M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1 2     EA 0.25 

11   S M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 3 4     EA 0.5 

12   S M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 5 6     EA 0.75 

13   S M, T, W, R, F EA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 7 8     EA 1 

14   S M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1 2     UA 0.25 

15   S M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 3 4     UA 0.5 

16   S M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 5 6     UA 0.75 

17   S M, T, W, R, F UA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 7 8     UA 1 


